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Remember Me? Sea Doo. Jet Boat. Blacktip Jetsports. Riding Gear. Trailer Parts. Gift
Certificates. Jet Ski Lanyards. Jet Ski Traction Mats. PWC Seat Covers. PWC Covers. PWC Dry
Bags. Jet Ski Boarding Steps. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of Thread
Tools Show Printable Version. I'm trying to understand the differences between these
machines. Could someone please post a link to where I can find a good explanation of this?
Please don't flame me for not looking on the site because I've tried. Thanks, Fusedbrain. No '97
Kawi stand ups. I don't know the first model year sx Might as well JUMP! But I haven't looked.
Originally Posted by cujo. Is the 'big pin' motor much better then the small pin? I'm going to be
looking at a 95 SXi. This would be my first stand up jetski. Does the new hull work that much
better? I have a SXI and I know it is a big pin and the motor and porting are the same from
minus carb make. I'm trying to understand how they differ from each other. Any links or input
would be appreciated. I'll be looking at a sxi and I'm wondering if it would even makes a
difference to me since this would be my first stand up machine. Last edited by Fusedbrain; at
PM. Originally Posted by Fusedbrain. Hey, What are the differences between the sxi and sxi pro
hulls. Originally Posted by Gorilla. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. High Torque Starters.
Graphite Coated Anodized Pistons. Cylinder Exchange. Gasket Kits. Carb Rebuild Kits. Pump
Parts. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved. All Material Copyright
Watercraft Superstore. Seller Buyer Product Feedback Register. Not a member yet? Register
Now! Fusedbrain Last edited by Fusedbrain; at PM. There is not a huge difference, the bottom is
shaped a little different to help with porpousing and make them a little easier to ride. I have rode
both, there was a little difference, but they still felt like the same basic ski. If you find a decent
sxi, get it. Its not like you are making some huge compromise not getting the sxi pro. Yes
agreed the 98 is a major improvement- 1 The lower hull is hand laid fiberglass NOT SMC and
beefy, with deeper chines you can tell when you look inside the engine comartment because
they used red colorant to the resin 2 The hull is shaped a bit different, and lower hull is concave
ahead of the pump intake for better hook-up 3 Porpoising fixed by moving the engine forward 4
Better carving due to hull design and factory rear sponsons under the rail So basically if you
want a , try for the SXI Pro. That said, I like 'em all the way back to I had a '92 but now have a '
Great skis. Kawasaki introduced the all new, JS stand-up Jet Ski in With a cc, two-stroke, twin
cylinder engine, this new, completely re-designed model was faster and more maneuverable
than the and is still one of the most popular stand-up watercraft. Most riders will greatly benefit
from handling upgrades such as front sponsons to increase the straight line stability and the
overall turning ability of this model, as well as a good ride plate to control the attitude of the
nose of the ski. Upgrades such as a handle pole, straighter handle bars and grips can improve
rider positioning. Many performance parts are available to increase low end power, top speed
and hook up. Check out all of the performance parts available from IPD Racing. Choose the
product category type below to see all available products in that category for your Choose the
class below that you race to see the products that we recommend for your model in that class.
Everyone should be able to get the Jetski Parts they need, so for your convenience we deliver
Worldwide to all countries. We protect the security of your information by using Secure Sockets
Layer SSL software, which encrypts information you input. Our team of professionals are ready
to answer your questions, and give you the tips you need to put you in the front of the pack. The
products below are the current products that are flying off our shelf, and onto customers
watercraft. Check back frequently to see the latest trends. Email Us Anytime! Add to cart Show
Details. Select options Show Details. Previous Next. Build Gallery Slideshow. Business Hours
Email Us Anytime! These limited production models were powered by 2-stroke twin-cylinder
engines pumping out plenty of thrust for waterborne fun. Featuring greater maneuverability
than any boat and extremely shallow drafts, they set the standards for the personal watercraft of
the future. The unique JET SKI watercraft feature of the fully enclosed impeller pump
dramatically improved water safety over conventional outboard motors. Self-righting and
self-circling features ensured that the craft would idle in circles at slow speeds if the rider fell
off. Market demands for more power lead to development of the JS, an upgraded version of the
popular JS Driven by a water-cooled, cm3 2-stroke Twin, the JS pumped out plenty of thrust to
satisfy the most power-hungry thrill seekers. Advanced technology included automatic rpm
control to prevent over-revving when the pump was out of the water. Powered by a
single-cylinder cm3 engine with Superlube automatic fuel and oil mixing, the JS was as easy to
operate as it was to maintain. The X-2 JFA was a hybrid two-passenger model with stand-up and
sit-down capabilities, the X-2 finally allowed riders to share the fun with friends and family.
Extra thrust came from a water-cooled, cm3 2-stroke Twin pumping out 52 HP at 6, rpm via an
axial flow pump. A water-jacketed exhaust system helped ensure low noise levels. Its great
agility and motocross-like handling made it extremely popular. Sales of the wet and wild SX
commenced. A high-capacity axial-flow pump mated to the powerful cm3 2-stroke Twin

delivered tremendous thrust across the rev range. The SX featured a new V-hull design that
increased stability during boarding and during high-speed maneuvering. Other interesting
technology included joy-stick control, a reverse system and a twin-tunnel hull design for high
stability. Two hooks at the rear of the craft made it ideal for towing water skiers. It featured big
power from a twin-cylinder cm3 engine and a step-through design. Automatic oil injection made
for hassle-free fun. Sales of the high-performing SX started. A mixed-flow pump, automatic rev
limiter and self-circling mode made it an instant winner on the competition scene. Piston reed
valves, aluminium cylinders and an underwater exhaust outlet for reduced noise levels were
some of the new performance-enhancing features. Powered by a high-revving, in-line,
twin-cylinder engine, the big SX satisfied the incessant craving of racers for more power. New
underwater exhaust outlet reduced noise levels while allowing peak performance. Side-by-side
seating, a 3-position steering wheel and the first JET SKI watercraft reverse system made it
extremely easy to maneuver and operate. The fiberglass-reinforced hull was equipped with
multiple storage compartments and integral flotation, making it virtually unsinkable. An all-new
twin-cylinder engine displacing cm3 and fed by a huge 40 mm carb mounted to 8-petal reed
blocks gave the 2-seater SS X-4 in Japan a massive spread of responsive power. Rubber engine
mounts improved comfort and reduced vibration stress on the rest of the boat. The tough,
fiberglass-reinforced hull was fitted with storage compartments and a large-capacity fuel tank
for long-range fun. Racers and performance riders always want more power, and Kawasaki
happily obliged with the mighty SX. This high-performance stand-up JET SKI model featured the
same all-new engine as the SS, as well as an automatic bilge pump, an underwater exhaust
outlet, Super lube automatic oil mixing, and a lightweight, highly maneuverable hull. More
power from the 40 mm carbs and a 5-blade stainless impeller gave stunning performance to this
two-seater hot rod. A trim system controlling the nozzle angle allowed the watercraft thrust
angle to be trimmed for one rider or two, light weight or heavy. The Super Sport XiR hit the
water. This limited edition race-ready model featured an all-new carbon-fibre reinforced hull and
came standard with an after-market exhaust system. LED instrumentation, reverse and a litre
fuel tank the largest at the time were just some of its user-friendly features. The combination of
reed-valve induction and three separate carburetors delivered both highly responsive power at
low rpm and screaming high-rpm performance on top. Other new features included electrically
operated nozzle trim control that made it easy to adjust the nozzle angle to suit riding
conditions. Advanced technology included a waterproof magnetic ignition key, electronic digital
ignition, a 3-bladed stainless steel impeller and adjustable rear-view mirrors. The all-new ZXi
reached the showrooms. Featuring a cm3 engine with the same frame and much of the same
state-of-the-art technology as the ZXi, this exciting 2-person JET SKI watercraft was a popular
lightweight alternative to the more powerful This upgraded version of the SX was the first
stand-up model with dual carburetors. The latest iteration of the popular JT series, the 3-seater
STS featured a powerful new twin-cylinder engine with dual carburetors, a fiberglass-reinforced
RTM hull and a convenient reverse function. A tachometer and rear-view mirrors were standard
equipment. Displacing 1, cm3 and churning out a massive horsepower at 6, rpm, it was the most
powerful personal watercraft on the market. The three carburetors were fitted with accelerator
pumps for instant throttle response and instant acceleration. Latest hull technology included a
unique air induction system that reduced surface friction for a smooth top speed and twin KSD
Kawasaki Splash Deflector to control water spray. KATS Kawasaki Automatic Trim System , a
stainless steel impeller, a comprehensive set of four analogue instruments speedometer,
tachometer, fuel gauge and trim indicator and a digital clock were only some of the features that
made the ZXi King of the Fleet. The latest version of the Super Sport Xi was baptized. Upgrades
included more power and improved durability for the engine, a new quick planing hull with KSD
and larger, more race-oriented sponsons, and a larger, more comfortable seat. Sales of the STX
commenced. Huge power from a 3-cylinder cm3 engine, seating for three and a rugged, highly
maneuverable hull made this JET SKI watercraft the top machine in its category. Large
sponsons on the hull helped it reach planing speeds very quickly. LCD multifunction meters, a
large-capacity litre fuel tank and the only standard-fit retractable boarding step in the industry
were only some of its leading features. The SXi Pro was released and immediately dominated
racing. Massive twin-cylinder horsepower and impeccable handling from a new hand-laid
fiberglass hull with a lower centre of gravity for more race-oriented performance made the SXi
Pro an instant winner. This three-person sports model shared its hull with the larger STX and
was loaded with rider-friendly features which gave it broad-spectrum appeal. Still used on
present-day carbureted models, CDCV carburetors offered improved starting, better fuel
economy and enhanced reliability. Other improvements included a larger oil tank, a large
storage area added under the seat, and a tachometer added to the instruments. Each of the
units was individually numbered. The all-new engine had a displacement of 1, cm3.

Nikasil-plated cylinders increased durability and performance while reducing engine weight.
Oval-shaped leading edges on the impeller blades maximized efficiency while reducing
cavitation. A hand-laid fiberglass stepped hull with deep-V design gave the Ultra excellent
handling performance. The updated STX arrived. Revolutionary was the word most journalists
used to describe the D. This remarkable system injected the optimum amount of fuel directly
into the combustion chamber for significantly reduced exhaust emissions and excellent throttle
response. A resonator added to the exhaust system further reduced noise levels. A new deep-V
hull with triple KSD provided excellent rough-water handling â€” this hull was used on the
championship-winning racers. Comfortable three-person seating, a roomy deck area with
multiple storage compartments, and a retractable boarding step made the STX D. A third
version of the STX was released. Upgrades included the brilliant-handling hull from the STX D.
The Ultra D. Emissions of the direct-injection engine were low enough to meet EPA standards.
Get it on! The powerful 1, cm3 3-cylinder engine breathes via three CDCV carbs. Other
race-oriented technology includes a race-developed ride plate and sponsons, and a racing style
stepped seat. This engine-hull combination won both the national and world championship
titles. Kawasaki takes the lead in the 4-stroke watercraft revolution with the launch of the
impressive STXF, with its Ninja ZXR-based 4-cylinder engine. Offering an unbeatable
combination of massive power, clean emissions and quiet operation, the fuel-injected, 1, cm3,
DOHC engine instantly put the new STXF in a class of its own. Whether zooming 3-up across
the water, towing skiers or exploring a barren coastline, the combination of this impressive
power plant and the race-derived hull provide plenty of performance for waterborne fun. Superb
ride quality, ample stowage area and plenty of power for towing skiers or wakeboarders make
the impressive STXF the sensation of the year. With the release of the high-performing SX-R,
Kawasaki changed forever the status quo of stand-up watercraft. Balancing ease-of-riding and
high performance in a single package, this remarkable JET SKI watercraft satisfies everyone
from beginners to pro racers. Its wide design makes it extremely stable, making it easy to ride
for beginners, and while it can turn with minimum banking, the SX-R can just as easily make
sharp, banked turns. Its high-revving, cm3, 2-stroke, twin-cylinder engine fitted with dual Mikuni
BN carburetors delivers crisp throttle response and impressive acceleration. High performance
deck features include rubber-topped side-deck fins, for easy boarding or as handy leg rests
when cranking tight turns. And the ergonomically designed handle pole has minimal
forward-backward movement to reduce rider fatigue. The presence of other manufacturers
made the competition scene more intense and helped the sport to grow. In , Kawasaki became
the first manufacturer to create a factory-supported PWC racing team. Involved in the racing
scene since the beginning, Kawasaki has won numerous championships over the years. All
Rights Reserved. Select a Make -- Previous models Stand-out Stand-up Racers and performance
riders always want more power, and Kawasaki happily obliged with the mighty SX. Welcome,
Kawasaki owners. Access the information and tools you need to get the most out of your
vehicle. Kawasaki Genuine Parts are the only parts on the market specifically engineered and
tested to fit your Kawasaki vehicle. They undergo comprehensive evaluation to ensure the
hightest quality and durability standards to help maximize the life of your vehicle, and give you
peace of mind that your Kawasaki is always operiating at peak performance. The proper
maintenance of your Kawasaki vehicle is the best way to ensure that it operates at its full
potential. Whether you work on your vehicle or bring it to an authorized dealer for service, we
recommend that you use Kawasaki Genuine Parts. Select a category a
2001 ford explorer manual download
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exhaust fan wiring diagram
nd model to find the parts diagram you are looking for. No accessories found. No two are alike.
Each Kawasaki product line has a distinct VIN location. The exact location for these numbers in
your particular model is illustrated in your owner's manual near the front of the book. They also
appear on your registration documents. Parts Diagrams. The Vehicle Category field is required.
Select a Year. The Vehicle Model field is required. Select Vehicle. HINs have 12 digits. They look
like this: KAWJ Motorcycles You will find the VIN stamped on the steering head, below the
handlebars. Mule Utility Vehicles You will find the VIN on the top edge of the front bench seat
base, just below the seat cushion. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that
we can find your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If
you are currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from
us? We're Sorry. There has been an error.

